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KAPA RNA Hyper Prep Kits
Prepare sequencing-ready NGS libraries from 25 ng – 1 µg total RNA
from human, mouse, or rat (HMR) species*

Pity the genomic scientist who specializes in biomarker
development, a discipline that is still being built around
next-generation sequencing (NGS). This new discipline, which could be called next-generation molecular
diagnostic assay validation, is currently grappling with
a range of challenges: biospecimens that are rare and
of uncertain quality, analytes that are present in scant
quantities, and sample preparation guidelines and data
handling conventions that are still in flux.
In hopes of laying a firm foundation on these shifting sands, genomic scientists gathered at the fourth
annual Genomic Sample Prep,
see page
Biomarker Assay Development

Reduce hands-on and overall time through fewer enzymatic and reaction-cleanup steps
Produce strand-specific, sequencing-ready libraries from input RNA in approximately 4 hours
Choose between polyA selection, rRNA depletion or total RNA kits
Achieve higher throughput with an automation-friendly workflow

As more relevant connections are made
among biological data, more meaningful
conclusions can be drawn to drive drug
discovery and development.

Generate High-quality Libraries from Degraded Samples
•
•
•

Input as low as 25 ng of FFPE, depending on total RNA quality
Achieve low duplication rates and highly efficient, reproducible rRNA removal with degraded samples
Identify more unique transcripts and genes with equivalent sequencing
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Interpreting
the Language
of Proteins
Meghaan M. Ferreira, Ph.D.

Biodata gold is all around us, but it is hard to find, distributed
as it is in traces throughout a vast biodata landscape, one that
has scarcely been explored properly, even as it continues to be
reshaped by next-generation sequencing, the effects of which are,
well, tectonic. Thus far, biodata prospecting has been limited to
isolated deposits, to independent claims staked here and there.

The cell has a language all its own, one that ultimately
rests on a small alphabet of nucleotides, the iconic A,
T, C, and G. Somehow, this small alphabet, in accordance with the genetic code, gives rise to a slightly larger alphabet of amino acids, the molecules that combine
to form all of the proteins that make up the human
proteome.
Moreover, this molecular language, like any language, has additional layers of complexity. Whereas
statements in an ordinary language
see page
are often articulated or constructed
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(Top) Fewer reads are wasted due to combined alignment to rRNA loci and PCR duplicates when using the KAPA RNA Hyper Prep with RiboErase in comparison
to competitor workflows. Thyroid libraries were generated using 25 ng inputs, and duodenum libraries were generated with a minimum of 100 ng, due to the lower
quality of the starting material.
(Bottom) More genes and transcripts were identified with the KAPA RNA Hyper Prep with RiboErase (HMR) workflow in comparison to competitor workflows.
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Machines Learn to
Sift Big Biodata
Kristen Slawinski, Ph.D.
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Biomarker
Validation for
Genomic Assays

It is about to become more systematic, however, now
that powerful biodata tools and techniques are becoming more widely available.
The challenge now is to sift through the fast-accumulating petabytes of biodata, extracting the 24-karat
nuggets while filtering out the fool’s gold. Going forward, ambitious data mining efforts are bound to enrich drug development in areas such as target identification and clinical trial design. Data mining will also
demonstrate clinical value, from diagnostics to patient
stratification to the prediction of patient responses to
therapeutic interventions.
At the genomics capital of the world, San Diego,
bioinformaticians, biostatisticians, CEOs, and data

scientists gathered to discuss and present innovations
in biological data management at the second annual
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) Data Analysis &
Informatics Conference. The conference expanded beyond issues of NGS data management to address general challenges in Big Biodata processing.
Machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI), and
cloud processing were themes at the event, which kept
a tight focus on the field of cancer genomics. The early
link between cancer and genomic aberrations has resulted in a glut of omics studies stored as discrete datasets or collected into inconvenient databases.
Several years ago, Pfizer
see page
found that there was a need
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A scientist at Bio-Rad Laboratories engaged in antibody
validation via high-throughput Western blotting.
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